We provide college credit transfer tools for Georgia’s students, parents, high school counselors and college advisors:

**COLLEGE CREDIT TRANSFER TOOL:**
Located at the GAfutures website, this tool allows students to enter their college course history and explore transfer opportunities to Georgia institutions (requires a GAfutures login).

**EXAM TO COLLEGE CREDIT TOOL:**
Located at the GATransfer.org website, this tool allows students to see which Georgia institutions accept exam scores for college credit.

**DATA INSIGHTS REPORTING TOOL:**
Our professional partners at Georgia’s institutions use the Insights tool to access data about their institutions from the College Credit Transfer tool. Users can access an array of data reports which includes insights into courses users would like to transfer to their institutions, and contact information for students who show an interest in transferring their institutions.

**LEARN MORE!**
Learn more about the GATransfer family of tools and services for our professional partners at Georgia’s higher education organizations and institutions: GATRACS@USG.EDU

Learn more about the GATransfer tools: www.GATRANSFER.org
Connect with GATransfer!
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GATransfer tools and services provided by:
Georgia Transfer Articulation Cooperative Services